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INTRODUCTION
Training for a marathon is without a doubt one of the most epic
challenges you’ll take on as an athlete. There is just no other feeling like pushing your body to its maximum week after week, and
continually experiencing the gains and progress in your performance and mindset. The final reward of completing your race and
feeling the ecstasy of all your hours of hard work paying oﬀ is the
icing on the cake of this amazing journey to achieving your peak
potential.

As a marathoner, you are undoubtedly an athlete who’s determined to set high goals and crush them as you go! But since
you’re pushing your body so hard during training, it can be very
easy to overdo the stress and strain on your muscles, tissues,
and ligaments. The good news is that your body is designed to
naturally heal and repair itself - and you can jumpstart that process by practicing self-care techniques at home.
It is so important to prioritize self-care and recovery as you train,
to prevent injuries and help your body recover quickly so it can
build the muscle and endurance it needs for your optimal performance.
You possess an incredible physical potential that’s amplified
when you understand how to properly care for your body during
training. And by practicing self-care techniques, you can continue your training without any interruptions due to injury or pain.
You may already be practicing some self-care techniques in the
form of rest days, proper nutrition, and applying heat or ice to injuries or sore spots. But there’s another technique that can truly
boost your body’s strength and recovery potential when you understand how to apply it during training - and that’s selfmassage.

Self-massage
Self-massage is one of the easiest and more eﬀective ways to
help your body recover during training, and prevent injuries that
can keep you sidelined. It helps reduce tension and tightness,
and knots in your fascia and tissues that can cause strain in
other areas.
These massage techniques are vital to preventing injury - and yet
so many marathoners aren’t practicing them! So give yourself
the edge up by implementing these self-care practices into your
training program.
With so much information out there about proper self-care and
massage, it can be overwhelming trying to figure out what strategies to follow. So consider this your handy guide to the best 5
self-care tips you can practice to ensure your marathon training
goes smoothly and eﬀectively - for this race, and for the rest of
your running career.

CHAPTER 1: General Guidelines
Before we dive into the techniques themselves, let’s go over a
few general guidelines for practicing safe and eﬀective selfmassage. These guidelines are important to understand and follow; trained massage practitioners are licensed for a reason! You
can absolutely practice on yourself at home, but start out working gently as you learn what your body needs.
Massage has a huge impact on the way your muscles function,
so take care to practice these techniques with mindfulness, and
always err on the side of care over too much force.

GUIDELINE #1:
More isn’t always better
You might feel tempted to over-massage an area that’s inflamed
after training, but this could be a mistake. When your tissue is already inflamed, overworking it can just lead to more inflammation, so be gentle and don’t spend too long on any one area.
Also, ease into the massage when you’re just starting out. If you
start out by massaging too deeply or forcefully, your muscles will
resist and seize up, when what you want is for them to release!

GUIDELINE #2:
When in doubt, take it easy
It’s important to practice moderation with self-massage, and to
stay focused on working each muscle group and not overdoing
it. You’re better oﬀ having a few shorter sessions throughout the
week of a few minutes per day, than half an hour once per week.

GUIDELINE #3:
Check in with your hands
Massage tools are great - and we’re going to get into a bunch of
them here in this guide! But remember that your hands are the
sensors that will tell you when your muscles are relaxing. So
when you are using massage tools to aid your self-care practice,
just remember to check in frequently with your hands to see
what’s really happening.

CHAPTER 2: Treat Your Feet

As a marathoner, it’s just a fact that your feet are going to take a
beating. But with the proper care, this doesn’t have to negatively
impact your training. Here are some ways you can use self-care
to ease soreness in the feet after training, and prevent possible
injuries like plantar fasciitis.

Use a tennis ball or lacrosse ball
In an ideal world, we’d all have someone waiting at home to massage our feet when we get back from a training run (and if you’ve
got that person now, don’t let them go!) For the rest of us, a tennis ball or lacrosse ball will do the trick just fine.

The technique is quite simple: sit or stand with the ball under the
arch of your foot, and roll the ball around along the arch, shifting
it to any areas that need work. The size of the ball will depend on
the specific area that you’re working on, and really, what feels
tender but tolerable. You can also check in with your hands and
use your fingers to massage out any spots that need more targeted attention.
What you’re really working
here in your feet with this
massage technique is the
plantar fascia, or the
saran-wrap-like tissue (fascia) that surrounds the
muscles in your feet.
The ball actually rolls out
knots in the fascia that develop during training and
the constant impact of
your foot on the ground.
When the fascia gets knotted and wrinkled, it can

Rolling out the plantar fascia with a tennis ball

pull on other areas and create pain – everything is connected! So
it’s important to smooth out those wrinkles in the foot fascia with
this massage technique. You can also use your fingers to dig into
the tissue, or even smaller objects like the knob of a dresser
drawer.

CHAPTER 3: Relax Your Calves

As a marathoner, you’re no stranger to the knots and tightness that can creep into the calves after a workout. When
you’re training, you want your muscles to be as relaxed as
possible, because tight muscles lead to injuries.
Tightness in the calves can be a problem area for many runners in marathon training. Fortunately, self-massage is an
easy way to relieve this tightness and break up any knots before they lead to any injuries.
There are several tools you can use to roll out your calves:

Foam roller
To roll out your calves with the foam roller, sit on the ground with
your legs outstretched, and the roller placed under your calves.
Experiment with placing your weight into the rollers, and move
your body around so the roller works out the knots in your
calves.

Using a foam roller to massage the calf muscles

Another way to deepen the massage is to place the opposite
foot on top of the leg that is being massaged. This puts all of the
body’s weight on the roller, deeply increasing the pressure on the
muscles and tissue. Make sure that the first, gentler rolling pressure feels good before progressing to this more intense version.

Stacking the feet to increase pressure on the roller will deepen
the calf massage

Stick roller
The stick roller can be a great option for calves because it’s
smaller and oﬀers a more targeted eﬀect. The stick is basically a
rolling pin for your muscles! So, just like you’d roll out a ball of
cookie dough… take the two handles in your hands, and roll out
your calves using the spinning middle section. Pause and hold
when you find any sweet spots that need some extra attention.
The stick roller is super convenient because it’s easy to pack up
with you if you’re traveling or away from home - much more so
than the foam roller. However, keep in mind that with the stick, all

the pressure is coming from
your hands, whereas with the
foam roller, your body weight
is doing the work. Experiment with both types of rollers to see which one rolls out
your calves the most eﬀectively. You may find that you
have a need for both types of
rollers, to work out diﬀerent
types of pain in your calves.

The stick roller is great for traveling!

CHAPTER 4: Get Into Those Glutes!
The last thing you want when you’re in the midst of marathon
training is an inflamed gluteus medius (side butt muscle). Your
glute muscles play a huge role in stabilizing your hips and pelvis
while you’re running, so it’s important to incorporate glutestrengthening exercises in your training regimen.
If you find yourself dealing with IT band issues or tight leg muscles, there’s a good chance that you’ve got weakness in your
hips and glutes - which means it’s time to focus both strength
training and self-care techniques in this area!
When these muscles become tight after training, don’t ignore it

as just an annoying pain. Proper marathon training should include massage techniques to relax your glute muscles, preventing tightness and knots that can lead to injury. If you notice pains
in your IT band or going down the side of your hip this could be
a sign that it’s time to massage your glutes.

Foam roller
Here is where your friend the foam roller is going to come in
handy again! Start out by sitting on the foam roller, then lean
back and put your hand on the ground, on the same side as the
hip that you’re planning to work first.

Push yourself forward and backward over the roller with long upand-down strokes, working the tightness and making any adjustments that your body needs.

Play around with rotating your body on the roller to massage the
glutes and hips at diﬀerent angles. Try bringing your ankle up
onto the knee in a “4” shape, which externally rotates the flexor
hip, helping you to target the muscles that sit just beneath your
glutes.
Next, try a diﬀerent movement on the foam roller. Instead of the
long up-and-down strokes, move your glutes in small side-toside oscillations for about 20-30 seconds in each area. Don’t forget to breathe! Your breath can help aid in the muscle release, as
you breathe out as the pressure is applied.

Lacrosse ball
If you have one of these little
balls handy, it can be a miracle
tool for massaging out your
glutes. The benefit of using a lacrosse ball is that it can reach
more deeply into those hard-tohit spots than the foam roller
can, providing more targeted release - and it’s a cheap invest-

ment, at around $5. And because they’re firm, they won’t squish
under pressure like a tennis ball.

Using the lacrosse ball to massage the glutes with the knee in a “4”
shape externally rotates the hip flexor.

You can use the lacrosse ball on your glutes in whatever way
feels most beneficial. Slide and roll around on the ball, stopping
at any sore spots and allow your body weight to melt into the
muscle tension. This is another great tool to take with you on the
go, if you’re traveling or don’t want to carry around a foam roller!

CHAPTER 5: Stretch and Massage
Your Quads and Hip Flexors
When you’re training for a marathon, you want to keep your
quad and hip flexor muscles stretched and loose, as they play a
crucial role in the movement of your legs when running. Stretching and massaging are both key techniques to prevent injury and
aid in recovery when training.
We will go over a variety of techniques here for stretching out the
quads and hip flexors, accompanied by photos of the movement
so you can check your technique.

Stretching

● Stretch the hip flexors in
a lunge position, with the
heel of your rear foot lifted
oﬀ the ground.

● Stretch quads and hip
flexors in a similar lunge,
but with the rear knee on
the ground. Bend forwards
and backwards to stretch.

● Stretch both quads and
hip flexors by standing on
the one foot, then pulling
the other foot up behind
you with the corresponding
hand, so the heel comes towards your butt.

● Stretch the adductor
muscles with a side
lunge.

Massage
Self-massage for the quads and hip flexors feels great after training, and is very easy to do with a foam roller. Using your body
weight, roll over the roller and work out any tight spots in the
quads, hips, and IT band. Massaging this area is important to increase blood circulation, and it can improve flexibility when done
correctly. You can also use the stick roller in a similar way.

Foam roller to massage quads

Stick roller to massage quads

Another tool you may want to try with the quads and hip flexors
is a tennis ball or lacrosse ball to more directly target the muscles which are holding tension. You may need to prop yourself
up with your arms, as full body weight rolling on the tennis ball
can feel quite intense.

CHAPTER 6: Don’t Forget Your
Upper Body!

With all the work you do on your lower body during marathon
training, don’t discount the role your upper body plays in your
training! Keeping your upper back and shoulders loose and limber will vastly improve your running motion and prevent injuries
caused by tightness in these muscles.
Many runners don’t particularly think to work on their upper body
strength and flexibility, but this is such a key area to improving
your overall performance and preventing injury. Upper body flexibility will improve your posture and running mechanics.

Stretching
●

Shoulders- Reach one arm up

and behind your back, slowly bend
the elbow until your hand is behind
its shoulder. Keeping your shoulder
blades pulled together, bring your
other arm around and slowly and
gently pull the elbow of the arm being stretched down and back.

●

Shoulders - Extend one

arm across your upper body
with the palm facing your
chest. Place the opposite
hand on your elbow, and
push gently inward until you
feel a comfortable stretch.

●

Upper back - Stand up

straight and extend your arms
straight out in front or you at
shoulder level, with feet hip distance apart. Interlace your fingers and push the palms away
from you.

Lacrosse ball
Time to bring out this handy ball again, this
time to work your upper back and shoulders.
With the ball secured between a wall and
your upper back, roll your body across the
ball, allowing it to work away any muscle tensions in your upper body. This massage technique can be easily modified to work any
muscles in your upper back that are experiencing tension or tightness. It’s great for
working your shoulders, upper and lower
back, and even arm muscles.

CHAPTER 7: Making Self-Care a
Regular Part of Your
Training Regimen
The most important part of a self-care routine, is that you practice it! While the “training” part of your marathon training is what
you put on the calendar, it’s the recovery and self-care that will
keep your body in optimal condition to keep progressing and hitting your goals without pain or injury. Commit yourself to practicing these self-care techniques for 10-15 minutes before or after
training, or set aside certain times per week that you will work on
relaxing and massaging your muscles.
Self-care is a commitment, but one with great rewards. When
you commit to helping your body recover properly from training,
there’s no reason you shouldn’t enjoy a long and fulfilling running
career, significantly decreasing the likelihood of getting injured.

Take time to honor your body with rest, ice, proper nutrition, and
appreciation for all it is achieving during your training sessions!
Your journey of marathon training is just the beginning of your adventure into exploring your peak potential, so make it a long,
happy, and healthy experience!

This is your opportunity to get in touch with your body - going
through this experience, you will learn about how your body recovers, how it heals, and how it builds, preparing you for future
life events as well as future athletic events. Just remember, we
are one of the most plastic organisms on the planet; everchanging, ever-evolving into someone more resilient, more experienced and more wise.

